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once you have paid for the
download of the program, you
will receive a unique key. you

can use it to reset the waste ink
counter pad to zero. that can be
done by choosing the option to
reset it to zero by the program.
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once the key is generated, you
can use it to reset the waste ink

counter pad to zero. this will
allow you to clear the old ink or
ink residue from your printer to
create a clean and clear print
output. this includes marking
the printouts with ink residue.
once you can reset the waste
ink counter pad, you can print
more documents. this could
save you a lot of time and

energy. the program will make it
possible for you to reset the

waste ink counter pad to zero
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and create a clean print output.
it is a powerful utility for those

who need to print many
documents. also, it can be used
by those who own printers that

require a special key for
resetting the waste ink counter
pads. with the wic reset utility
key, you will be able to use the
printer multiple times without
having to worry about the ink
residue count. with the waste
ink counter reset, you will not
have to worry about the count

of the waste ink counter pads as
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it will reset automatically. once
the waste ink counter pad is
reset, you can print as many

documents as you want without
having to worry about the ink
residue. it is a safe and easy
way to clear the waste ink

counter pad and create a clean
print output. the waste ink

counter reset utility key is a
product of printresetter.com. it
will allow you to clear the waste

ink counter pad and create a
clean print output. it will also
remove the ink residue. that
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means you can clear the waste
ink counter pad and print many

documents without worrying
about the ink residue count.
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wic resets or reset waste ink
counters are very important,

especially when you do not have
a service engineer to do it for

you. a wic reset is a very simple
procedure and it should take
only a few minutes. please

make sure that the printer is
completely off before you start
to do so. you must understand

that a wic reset does not
necessarily mean that you will
be able to print more pages. it
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just means that you will be able
to print more pages, and that is
all. if you have a wic reset, you

will still see the warning
message on your printer that
the ink cartridge needs to be
refilled. there is no guarantee

that the refilling will take place
unless you have a service

engineer do it for you. it is also
possible that it will not take
place even if you have a wic

reset. we are not responsible for
any of this. please use this reset
only if you have a need for it. if
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you need to reset waste ink
counters and your printer is not
supported, you need to find the
waste ink pad and refill it. some
models of ink cartridges do not
have this pad and will have to

be replaced. if you want to
recover your password, you

must reset the printer to
default. to do this, press the

reset button on the front panel.
this will clear all the settings

and will allow you to restore the
default settings. then, you need

to enter the password again.
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note that the reset button is
located on the lower left of the
printer, near the power button.

when you are prompted to
check the files you want to save
to the usb key, make sure you

select the folder containing your
new camera/nvr and the reset
file you just exported. click the
save button to save the files to
the usb key, then click finish.
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